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Which item is the best description for underlined word in the following sentence:
"Studies with children indicate that participating in aggressive activities increase
amount of aggressive behavior. "

disposed to attack prenatal

contemporary concurrent 

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What perspective in psychology assumes that the unconscious is the most powerful
force behind most behaviors? 

behaviorism                            humanism 

psychoanalysis               clinical psychology

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some schools put special …………….. on foreign language.

envolve emphesize discover wane

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I have a friend who trained to be an actor. Which one of the followings regarding to
prior sentence means "trained"? 

sweat reduce eliminate teach

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “empirical” is closest in meaning to ……………….. .

observation                    experimental                          

prediction statistical 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

You need to ……………….. data in this part of article. 

tease sweat interpret thread 

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The theory was very popular among certain segments of the society. 

sections  strands anxiety heredity 

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The genetic process by which a parent's qualities pass to their child is ........... .  

strand pregnancy adoption  heredity 

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It seems that your …………..do not like you.

codes siblings shame dysfunction

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Women are better at identifying emotions from facial expressions than men.Which
one means "emotions"?

blood pressures lesions 

spinal cord feelings 

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Any abnormal tissue found on or in an organism is ............ .  

pons emotion lesion spinal cord

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………………..refers to behavior that is intended to cause harm or pain. 

trait aggression fraternal twins identical twins 

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It took her two years to adjust to life in German. 

adapt lie convert swallow

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “perception” is closest in meaning to ….....… . 

coordination  taste

feeling recognition knowledge 

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Light waves enter the eye through the pupil and they focus on ………… .

sensation retina perception ridge

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

........... children do not eat enough or they do not eat enough of right foods.

antisocial external malnourished uncomfortable 

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “officially” is closest in meaning to ……… . 

publicly and formally development

hazard caregiver

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

People with ………. behavior are most likely to engage in criminal behavior. 

crucial sweat bitter antisocial

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A child younger than seven has difficulty with ........... concepts.

sensorimotor conservation egocentrism perceptions 

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Puberty is best defined as the period when ……………….. . 
 

childhood begins sexual desire begins           

sexual maturation begins a person learns his/her sex   

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When somebody has…………, it means that he is the highest level in cognitive
development. 

animistic thinking abstract thinking 

concrete operational stage sensorimotor stage 

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Her struggle with the illness in last five years. 

transition teenager authority battle

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Only intimate students were invited for the trip. 

warm outgoing poor inactive

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “temperament” is closest in meaning to …………. . 
   

reaction temperature                        

character     emotion

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The police had insufficient evidence to arrest him. 

horrific very great affective not enough

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Prejudice increases when social motives focus our attention on the fact that people
belong to in-groups or out-groups. 

peer pressure an unreasonable opinion or feeling 

sexism conformity 

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The word “influence” is closest in meaning to …………. 
   

inappropriate  behavior             

effect social crimes   

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Gender .................can involve exaggerating gender differences or minimizing them.  

bias authority impact phenomenon

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The authorities can give orders and make others obey

educator 

agent

commissioner 

person or group having the power to give orders

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

of a party in his counry   leader He is the 

directs and control somebody officer

function agent 

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The basic responsibility of the ........................ is the direction of the educational
program of the school which he heads.  

principal client agent officer 

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

    child guidance   refers to a system of help given to children with social or
psychological problems.             

curriculum politics advising enterprise

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

  The people employed in an organization are called .............. .

enterprise personnel board command

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “area” is closest in meaning to ………………. 

need response field recognition

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Industrialized countries have many industrial establishments and are wealthy. 

executive extracurricular govering developed

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The government is going to reduce ………….. by creating jobs.

unemployment structure policy board

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The legal age of driving is 18 in some countries.

institutional based on the law

bureaucrat industrialized

37-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The word' ……………' is usually accompanied by the name of a particular agency,
department or office.

sector community service bureau

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Primary school attendance is compulsory. 

state law being present schooling

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Stealing is against the ……… . 

law service sector structure

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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